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Abstract
An innovative virtual physics lab (VPL) which was reported in a previous publication is applied
and assessed in the current work. The VPL uses high end multi-media and realistic virtual reality
environment to provide an integrated platform for highly effective learning of Physics. Features
include fully automated content delivery using text-to-speech technology, highly visual course
presentation using animated 2D and 3D illustrations of lectures, interactive 3D experiments, and
virtual physics instructor for teaching, training and assistance. Also, the VPL provides game like
navigation which is very appealing to the new generation of students, so that they can learn basic
physics concepts in more engaging and “fun” way. In this work, the tool is used to support the
Upward Bound program at IUPUI. Upward Bound is a federally funded TRIO educational
program within the United States, which serves high school students from low-income
families and from families in which neither parent holds a bachelor's degree. One of the summer
courses offered to those students is Physics. Traditionally, the course was offered without a lab
and students had difficulty understanding the concepts. To address this issue, the VPL was used
and integrated into the course in a unique and innovative way. In fact, lecture concepts were
linked to virtual lab experiment, and each live lecture was followed by a virtual lab session.
Students were given pre- and post- test as part of the virtual lab session. Data is collected and
analyzed to assess the effectiveness of the VPL. In general, a consistent improvement due to the
training and practice in the virtual lab is observed. The VPL presents itself as a viable tool for
high school students to better prepare for college physics in cost-effective, easily accessible, and
effective way.

Introduction
Having grown with different kinds of digital technology, today’s student is aware of most
technologies; as a result, he/she is being referred to as the ‘Digital student’ or part of the ‘Net
Generation’ 1 , 2 . Information technology has brought unique capabilities to learning spaces,
whether stimulating greater interaction through the use of collaborative tools, videoconferencing
with international experts, opening virtual worlds for exploration 3.
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Many results of research on mind games as proved that playing few kind of games
greatly improves spatial visualization abilities. There is a number of other useful video
games with which children have a chance to increase their abilities including has multitasking and memory. They appear to prefer learning by doing, rather than learning bylistening and often chooses study in group 4. Therefore, today’s student, who have grown up with
digital technology will not be completely satisfied with traditional way of teaching involving
classroom, teacher, textbooks and blackboard. As the technology is widely growing all around
the globe and is more affordable than before, educational institutions are introducing new way of
teaching such as video and audio tapes, email, video conferencing, online applications over the
internet, etc. The virtual lab environment introduced here creates a new learning experience by
integrating thinking, social interaction and technology for the students. The interest in
online course is steadily increasing worldwide. According to the recent studies in United States,
about one third of higher education students are getting enrolled in at least one online course
every year. There is a huge growth in online courses in t h e last 10 years the compound
annual growth rate for online enrollment from fall 2002 to fall 2010 was 18.3% 5.
Many educational institutions have adopted these online courses to control the expenditure that
are associated with traditional classroom lectures which includes teacher time, class room ,
educational equipment and supplies , etc. This indicates that in coming future, online education
will become a more dominant form by which students receive instructions in higher learning
institutions. Many students are adapted to playing electronic and computer games. Educational
researchers found that these kinds of games are educational, and engages students to learn
new concepts. These characteristics of games are very helpful in enhancing the thinking,
problem solving and overall learning process.
Automation in Online Learning
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Generally the courses can be classified based on how much course content can be accessed
online: 1) web facilitated courses where up to 29% is delivered online; 2) blended courses where
up to 79% of the content is delivered online; and 3) online courses where more than 80% of the
content can be accessed on the internet 6. Further the online courses are classified based on the
level of automation of the content delivery, which is inversely proportional to the level of
involvement of a human instructor 7. According to the reference level of automation inside the
course can be adjusted, in some partially automated course 0 to 29% of the content of instructor
delivered online courses is automated .The instructor in this case will give lectures, responds to
student questions, grades assignments and exam. There are some more partially automated
courses, where 30 to 79% of the content is automated. These kind of automated courses include
lectures and grading assignments and exams. Fully automated online course have up to 100%
content automation with little or no human instructor involvement in learning process.

For a student who is taking about 10 classes per year , the average cost per class for tuition fees,
books and supplies at 2-year college is approxmently $400, while that at a university is
around $900 8 . The estimated cost of a fully automated online course is between $50 and $100.
This represents about 12% to 25% of the cost of the cheaper college option. We can notice the
annual expenditure of students spending on his education will decrease, without reducing the
quality of education. A study of a fully automated high school machining course as suggested
that student comprehension, using a well-designed fully automated online course is as effective as
traditional classroom/textbook/lab instructions9 . Since it is more expensive and time
consuming to develop 3d graphics as opposed to 2D graphics, course designers should not
use 3D graphics indiscriminately for its novelty value. Rather course designer should use 3D
graphics when it is necessary. For example, in lab training application on various machines, more
effective, realistic training can be performed using 3D virtual reality model of an actual machine10.
Virtual Physics Lab
Achieving a sense of immersion by the students and interactive collaboration among them are
two main goals being pursued while developing this new type of educational laboratory at
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI). This virtual lab on physics, will be
introduced to freshman students starting from fall 2013 semester. The course, which is called
Virtual Physics Lab or VPL, uses text-to-speech technology to deliver its content in sync
with 2D and 3D animation and interactive simulations. All the basic concepts of physics are
covered through experiments, some of which are game based. So, it is both “fun” and
educational. This approach offers clear advantages over traditional class room lectures, field
training or training manuals.

1 – Learners can choose the time they want to learn. In this virtual physics lab, a student can
have access anytime through networked computer. In classroom based training, an entire group
of students has to attend classes in specific time in regular intervals. If student misses the class
for any reason, it will be very difficult for him/her to cover the concept which was covered in the
class on that day.

2 – Learners can learn at their own optimum pace. Students using this virtual physics lab gets
the chance to learn the concepts clearly, students can adjust the speed at which instructions is
presented; he/she can go over the instructions as many times, he can also get a very detailed
explanation about the concepts inside this virtual physics lab.
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Figure 1: Virtual Physics Lab home screen

3- Multimedia highly interactive and engaging Training Environment. Many educational
researchers have found that visual representation is more effective. The virtual physics lab
was designed with superior visual representation and interactivity. When the student starts using
the virtual physics lab, he/she will be always engaged in learning process.
4 – The ability to learn and experiment within an inherently safe environment. Students
can learn the lab experiments in safe environment. Students can have the experience of real time
lab, while performing the experiments in virtual physics lab. In future, by the time they are
ready to do real time experiments, they will be aware of all the safety factors in that particular
environment.

Figure 2: A 2D simulation of the ideal gas law
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5 – Minimizing training cost. Virtual physics lab is fully automated, no additional human
trainer is required for teaching experiments. Institutions can save their money , which they spend
on lab trainers.

6 – Easy course management. Online web based course management allows course
administrator (professor), to check performance of any student and can easily generate the reports
and statistics related to course usage.
Upward Bound Program
Upward Bound is federally funded TRIO education program, which provides fundamental
support to participants in their preparation for college entrance. It was designed with the goal to
motivate students to enroll in and graduate from a post-secondary institute. Since its launch in
1965, Upward Bound program has been serving high school students from low income
families and high school students from families in which neither parents hold a bachelor’s
degree. Students who participate in Upward Bound Program, are given an opportunity to succeed
in their precollege performance and ultimately in their higher education pursuits. The program
also aid students and families in the college admissions process11.
Indian University- Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI), as part of its educational services,
conducts Upward Bound program on its campus every summer. IUPUI’s Upward Bound
program selects students, who are low income, potential first generation college students.
Students who attend the Upward Bound program are expected to have a minimum GPA of
2.5. IUPUI provides full scholarship for the high school graduates, who meet the eligibility
requirements.
In this prestigious program, the first author was hired as a physics Instructor for summer 2012.
There were twelve energetic participants, who took physics with real interest. The audience was
multi-cultural, but the majority of the students were from low income African-American
families. Out of twelve students, two took physics course in their high school.

General Course Description

Physics is a very important subject for science and engineering students to succeed in their
fields of studies. In this course, a variety of topics is discussed to give a broad prospective of
the fundamental of physics. The course consists of lectures, weekly graded homework, several
small scale projects, weekly quizzes and a series of laboratory exercises. Homework, quizzes,
small scale projects are carried out individually, while lab exercises are conducted in teams. Also,
the course involves a midterm exam and a Final exam.
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Figure 3 : Explanation of concept in Virtual Physics Lab
Course topics include the following.
1 - Introduction to physics: This chapter mainly concentrates on the basic concepts of physics
such as definitions, units, measuring tools etc.
2 - Motions in 1 & 2 Dimensions: Students are exposed to different motions which act in 1D
and
2D.
3 - Forces in 1&2 Dimensions: This chapter deals with the different forces in nature acting on a
body.
4 - Kinematics: Kinematics is a branch of physics that describes the motion of points, bodies
(objects) and systems of bodies (groups of objects) without consideration of the causes of
motion.
5 - Introduction to Dynamics: It is a branch of physics, which deals with the particles which are
in motion.
Procedure
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The course was designed in a way to allow students time to understand the concepts without
confusion. Classes, each 45 minutes, were from Monday to Thursday in the mornings. During
this time, students are exposed mostly to the theory part of the subject. By the end of the class
students were given handouts regarding the experiment which they are supposed to do in the
afternoon.

Fiigure4:Explaanation of co
oncept in phy
ysics with exxample in V
Virtual Physiccs Lab.
At the beg
ginning the lab,
l each stu
udent compleetes a Pre-teest before staarting the exxperiment. T
This is
to test the students understanding of the conceept. The timee period for the pre-test is 20 minutees. On
the averag
ge they havee 2 minutes for each qu
uestion. Folloowing the P
Pre-test, studdents compleete the
experimen
nt in the virttual physics lab. Experimental setupp and the w
way to do thhe experimennt are
guided by
y virtual insstructor, whiich is insidee virtual phyysics lab. T
The time periiod for doinng the
experimen
nt in the laab is allotteed as 50 minutes.
m
Grooup discussions are alloowed while doing
the experiment in thee virtual ph
hysics lab, but
b the expeeriment in tthe end has to be perfoormed
individuallly. Group discussions are
a encouraged because tthey stimulaate innovativve thinking. After
completin
ng the experriment, a po
ost test is conducted
c
oon the samee topic. Thee time periood for
conducting the post teest is 20 minutes. On an
n average, sstudents havve 2 minutess for solvingg each
question.
The levell of difficultty of the pre--test is comp
parable to thhat of the posst-test. The qquestions aree
almost id
dentical but not
n similar. This
T way wee can know hhow much sttudents havee learned froom
practicing in the virtu
ual lab.
Pre-Exp
periment tesst
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The pre--experiment test is con
nducted befo
fore perform
ming the virrtual experim
ments. The main
purpose of
o conductin
ng this test iss to assess th
he student’s theoretical kknowledge, i.e. understaanding
of certain
n concept(s)). With succh a baselin
ne, we can m
measure the effect of ruunning the vvirtual
experimeents on the level
l
of undeerstanding of
o the conceppt(s) by the student. Alsso, by identifying
areas of struggle, reemedial actiions can bee taken. Thiis pre-experiiment test w
was conductted in
multiple choice format because of ease of administtering and analysis. Foor each diffferent
t
was a pre-test con
nducted. Thee results of the pre-test indicated thhat on
experimeental setup, there
the averaage students got 60% corrrect answerrs.

Figure 5: Examples of interactiv
ve 3D simullations: blocck on a flat plane (systeem top left), mass
spring (to
op right), pen
ndulums (bo
ottom).

Virtual reality
r
based
d Experimental Setup
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After com
mpleting thee pre-test on the topic, th
he students w
were directedd towards thhe virtual phhysics
laboratorry space for physsics experiiments. Eaach student had laboraatory instruuctions
availablee on their virtual
v
lab menu.
m
Thesee lab instruuctions weree given by the lab insttructor
which is inside the virtual physsics lab. Th
he virtual Phhysics lab ccontains num
merous interractive
experimeents including spring mass system, sliding block on a flat planne, gravity drop,
sliding/ro
olling shapess on an incliined plane, 2-masss
2
pull ey, pendulum
ms, sliding aand impact oon flat
surface, and
a vibration modes of string. Stud
dents were ddirected to listen to the llecture which was
given by the lab instrructor, in add
dition to the handouts deescribing thee experimentts.
The virtu
ual physics lab can bee accessed from
f
anywhhere throughh internet. IIt provides a lab
environm
ment to studeents were theey can perfo
orm interactiive experimeents, some oof which are in the
form of games.
g
For students
s
thatt needed add
ditional help,, a virtual innstructor wass available too help
them durring the runn
ning of the ex
xperiment. Students
S
cann transfer theeir experimental data froom the
virtual ph
hysics lab to
o excel sheeet by selectiing the optioon called ‘coopy’; this option providdes an
easy way
y for the stud
dent to leverrage the fun
nctionality off excel and pperform a riich analysis of the
final resu
ult.

Figure 6: Explanation
E
of experimeent by auto innstructor in Virtual Physsics Lab

ure 7: Virtuaal Environm
ment inside thhe Virtual Phhysics Lab
Figu
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In total, there weree four differrent experim
ments desiggned, each rrelated to ccertain conccepts
covered in the lecturre. Most off them weree designed tto calculate force, accelleration, etc. by
changing
g several parrameters succh as mass, angle
a
of incclination etc.. This wholee thing of dooing
experimeent in virtuall environmen
nt is expecteed to help stuudent better uunderstand tthe conceptss.

nation of forcce related exxperiment innside Virtual Physics Labb
Figuree 8: Explan

Post-Tesst
After com
mpleting thee experimen
ntal procedurre, the studeents were giiven a post--test to assess the
learning effectiveness of virtuaal experimeent. The poost-test wass conductedd to measurre the
improvem
ment of the students in
n their concceptual know
wledge afterr completingg their laboratory
exercisess. The questions in the post
p
test weere not identtical but sim
milar to the ppre-test oness. The
level of difficulty
d
waas almost th
he same. Thee main reasoon for not ggiving the ssame questioons in
pre-test and
a post-tesst was to eliiminate the effect of shoort term mem
morization oof answers. IIt was
observed
d that studeents were more
m
comforttable complleting the poost-test; they exhibited more
confidence, showed better underrstanding off the conceptts (as evidennced by the final scoress), and
more imp
portantly app
peared to “en
njoy” writin
ng the post teest.
Student’ss averages in
n the post teest increased
d, when comp
mpared to thoose in the pre-test. The rresults
of the po
ost test show
wed that the students an
nswered on aan average 775-80 % of the ten queestions
correctly
y.
Assessm
ment
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ose of the assessment was
w to determ
mine whetheer the virtuaal physics laab had helpeed the
The purpo
students im
mprove theiir understand
ding and kn
nowledge off the conceptts taught in the lecture. Also,
we wanted
d to find ou
ut whether orr not the stu
udents had im
mproved in the areas w
where they shhowed
difficulties during the pre-test. In
n total, theree were twelvve students inn the class, w
who attendeed four
lab session
ns and comp
pleted four ex
xperiments in
i lab. Each student com
mpleted a pree-test and poost-test
for each experiments. The results are shown below
b
(Figurres 9 to 16).

Figu
ure 9: Resultss of Lab1, Prre-test

Fig
gure 10: Ressults of Lab 1, Post-Test
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For first experiment, the analysiss of pre-test results
r
(Fig. 9) revealed that, on the average, onnly
45% of th
he given ten
n questions were
w answereed correctly. On the otheer hand, the rresults of thee
post-testss (Fig. 10) sh
how that thee students on
n average ansswered 74 % of the quesstions correcctly.

Fig
gure 11: Ressults of Lab 2 , Pre-test

Figure 12: Results of L
Lab 2, Post ttest
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For lab#2
2, the analyssis of this prre-test resultts (Fig. 11) rrevealed thaat, on an aveerage, 47 % of the
answers to the ten qu
uestions werre correct. In
n contrast, thhe Post test results (Figg. 12) showeed that
on averag
ge, students answered 75
5 % of the qu
uestions corrrectly.

Figure 13: Results
R
of Laab 3, Pre tesst

Figure 14 : Results
R
of LA
AB 3 , Post teest
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For experriment#3, thee analysis off the pre-test results (Fig . 13) revealeed that, on avverage, 44 % of
the answeers to the ten
n questions were
w correct. However, thhe Post-test results (Fig.. 14) showedd that,
on averag
ge, students answered
a
74 % of questiions correctlyy.

Figure 15 : Results of L
Lab 4. Pre-teest
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F
F
igure 6 : Results
R
of Laab 4 , post teest

For the last lab, the analysis of the pre-test results (Fig. 15), revealed that, on average, 48 % of the
answers to the ten questions were correct. In contrast, the Post test results (Fig. 16) showed that, on
average, students, answered 78 % of questions correctly.
Students were satisfied with this new way of teaching. In fact, their feedback shows 82 %
satisfaction. It should be noted that, a more detailed assessment study of the learning effectiveness
of virtual physics lab is planned in spring 2013 semester. If this a l s o shows positive results,
then further extensions of the virtual physics lab will be planned in the future.

Conclusion
This paper examined the potential of a game based virtual laboratory environment (both gamelike navigation and game-based experiments) as an educational tool. Virtual physics lab was
introduced to the students for college physics preparation. The high school students needed
quality education at a fraction of the cost of a traditional classroom lecture, which they received.
Quality education in physics requires both lecture and lab practice, which was made possible for
the first time in the Upward bound program through the use of a realistic and interactive virtual
lab that is motivating because of the game like navigation as well as the game-based experiments.
It was found that students consistently improved their knowledge of the concepts which were
covered in the class. Also, they expressed their happiness about the virtual environment through
a survey. The tool incorporates a high level 2D and 3D Simulations with video game like
navigation in the virtual environment which helped keep the students engaged in the learning
process, and resulted in better understanding of the subject as indicated by the consistent higher
performance in the post-tests.
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